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Administration Won't Accept Students For 
Search Committee;_Greiner Wants Final Say 
by Knsta Hughes the student members, the Pro- office was demanding b1ogra- Jim Hayden and Kyle Maldiner · eral arts college. Hayden does 
Procedural problems have vost's offic!! asked the SBA for phies of the two nominees plus to represent student interests. not want to see the same thing 
delayed the appointments of a list of-nominees. SBA's Execu- biographies and statements of Both are enthusiastic, con- happen at UB. It was UB Law 
Jim Hayden and Kyle Maldiner tive Board interviewed twelve purpose from two other in- cerned and experienced. That School's non-traditional ap-
to the Dean Search Committee. interested students and selected terested stud~nts. they are both first-year students proach and ability to change 
All of the other positions on the th~ two who were seen as best According to Associate Pro- is actually an advantage to the which attracted Hayden to But-
Committee have been filled, representing student concerns. vost Judith Albino, there is "no Committee, because as Brett falo. He is himself -actively in-
however, University Provost When the Provost's office re- objection whatsoever to either Gilbert explained in his memo tent on 'preserving the change'" 
William R. Greiner has yet to ceived the two names SBA was of the candidates,'.' and the fact to Greiner, "Kyle and Jim are and he doesn't want to see the 
finalize the appointments of the quickly informed·thatthe proce- that they are both first year stu- untouched by the· political in- Law School's overall commit-
two students chosen by SBA to dure followed was unaccept- dents is irrelevant to Greiner's fighting that went on last year, ment to change hurt by the 
represent the student body in able, and that the Provost hesitancy. The position of the and this will undoubtedly add selection of the wrong person 
the selection of a Dean. _would need more name\ from Provost's office is that this is to their enthusiasm as they to be Dean. Hayden ·com-
The Dean Search Committee which to choose student mem- simply a procedural issu.e, and work with the Committee." mented that UB's loss of rank 
wi!I be composed of members bers of the Committee. the students did not follow the Jim Hayden attended Denni- in the Gourman report probably 
of the Law School faculty and In a memo dated September correct procedure in nominat- son University in Ohio where he did have something to do with 
administration, the local legal 30, 1986, 'to Greiner from SBA ing candidates to the Dean majored in History with a minor the lack of a permanent Dean, 
community, . and the Law President Brett Gilbert, it was Search Committee. However, in Philosophy. 1-ie observed and because "if you lose a Dean you 
School's stud!mt body. Us.ual made clear that "the Student Brett Gilbert states, "This has took some part in Dennison's lose direction," although "it 
procedure in appointing mem- Bar Association [has] unshak- come down to a matter of who search for a President, and feels should be easy to get (our 
bers to the Committee is for the able faith in Kyle Maldiner and is going to choose the student that while Dennison's Commit- standing] back by selecting the 
concerned group to send the Jim Hayden as the student rep- [representatives] - students tee made excellent choices in right person as Dean. 
Provost a list of nominees from resentatives on the Dean or the ad!J;linistration?" deciding on finalists, their ulti- Hayden suggests the impor-
.which the Provost will selectthe Search Committee." However, SBA's Executive Board did mate ·choice was a mistake for tance of injecting student views 
requisite number. ln·the case of as of October 7, the Provost's not act frivolously in choosing Dennison which is a small lib- continued on page 11 
Marcus FamHyLaw 'D's Changed to .'S's · 
by Idelle Abrams mined "solely on the content of comment on the final resolu- form-was wrong. So sometimes 
Though it seemed that the the answers." Neve.rtheless, ·a tion of the situation. "I turned you change, you respond to the 
problems surrounding Profes- substantial number of people it over to the administration form." 
sor Isabel Marcus' Fall 1985 received grades of D orF on the when I realized the enormity of·· .., While ' Sch)egel, • as ,an· ·indi-- . 
Family L11w final exam were set- final exam. the problem. I think they han- vidual, may have felt that the , 
tied by the end of last semester, A petition was filed by the died a complex situation in a .grades should not be changed, 
the final resolution of the affair students who felt they had re- way they know best," she said. "I think the dean has a different 
actually came in June, long ceived an unsatisfactory grade While Schlegel continues to sort of role. Occasionally, and 
after mQst students ,had left , and it was presented to Schie- assert his belief that Marcus' especially in things that are 
school for the semester. It came · gel. As a result of this·petition, original grades were deter- taken deeply seriously, some 
with a letter from the adminis- Schlegel, in a letter dated June mined fairly, he said : "It is im- things just have to look right, 
tration announcing that all D Associate Dean John Schlegel. 13, 1986, informed all students portant that things appear fair, too·." 
and F grades would be adjusted who had received D's or F's in not only that they be analyzed Alluding to the implications 
to S (Satisfactory) grades. fore they picked up their test. Marcus' Family Law of his deci- by me as in fact fair." The sense of the events last fall, Marcus 
Professor Marcus gave a The administration conduct- sion to change their grades to he had gotten from the stu- feels that "my class was a man-
floating final exam to the 150 ed an inquiry into those charges· S grades. dents, Schlegel said, was that ifestation of a set of problems 
students in her Family Law but found thatthe evidence was In his letter Schlegel said : "I "whatever the substance, the that -exist in this institution." It · 
class last fall. A floati'ng exam insufficient to prove that any- have the utmost faith in the ac- ..,_"""'..,...""' was not just an individual prob-
must be completed within a one ,had cheated !Jr to accuse tual fairness of the grades as- lem, she said. Other professors 
given number of hours but may particular individuals. signed by Prof. Marcus." How- she has reason to be.Ii eve are 
· D h f I " h th· aware of v1·0Iat1·ons o· f the honorbe taken at any time during tl'}e As a result, then Acting ean ever, e et .t at e appear-
exam period, at the conven- John Henry Schlegel au- ance of fairness requires some code and the scale of cheating 
ience of each individual stu- thorized the release of the action." He therefore decided that is going on. Marcus re-
dent. Allegations of cheating . grades. The grading, main- "solely . as an administrative fused to elaborate on this asser-
arose after the exam, claiming tained Schlegel, was not af- matter" to make the grade tion and concluded only that 
that some members of the class fected by the cheating issue. change. she is "not clear what should 
ltnew the exam questions be- Rather, grades were deter- Marcus, when asked, had no Prof. Isabel Marcus be done about it." 
Councilman Keane Labels Kemp ''Traitor" 
by Kevin O'Shaughnessy 
sary to revitalizing industry in Keane, A Vietnam veteran, at­
the U.S. tacked the current administra­
Buffalo Councilman James first congressional bid which he 
Keane, the Democratic Candi­ won with 52 ,percent of the vote.) ,. 
Keane intimated that Kemp's tion's policy of contra aid indate for Congress in the 31st Keane is a political veteran who 
anti-free trade votes might have Central America : "I was in Viet­has spent most of his life in pub­
when Kemp was
district, sponsored a ' 'study 
break" for University of Buffalo lic service or public office. Be­ been caused by his association 
nam Jack 
throwing footballs around .. . ".
students Thursday Septe,mber sides serving on the Buffalo with Stanton D. Anderson, a 
highly paid and influential lob­ Instead of aiding the contras,Common Council as Majority 
byist for the government of Keane favors spending the
25. Over 50 students crowded 
leader from 1982-1983 and 
Japan. Since the election, · money on domestic programs. 
into the i'obby 9f Lehman Hall 
Chairman of the legislationin the Governors Complex to 
Kemp has severed all official Keane is opposed to the current committee 1984 to present, he 
served the City of Buffalo as a · Congre,fsional hope/11/ James Keane. 
munch pizza and listen to Coun­
ties with Mr. Anderson . continued on page 11cilman Keane (pronounced 
As a former school teacherfirefighter, school teacher, and 
nent's stance on free trade and school board member,
Cane) discuss the campaign is­
as a school boar.cl member. Ad­
Keane favors an increase in
sues and attack incumbent Re­
publican Congressman Jack ditionally, Keane's family has legislation. Kemp has re-
• 1peatedly voted down the legis­ domestic spending, particularly Kemp. Keane called Kemp a political roots: his wife, Mar­
lation, calling it "~rotectionist" in the area of education: "Why"traitor" to Western New York garet Whalen Keane, comes 
and maintaining it will encour­ go through the domesticand declared, "He's (Kemp) from a very active political fam­
age slack work practices and budget with a meat cleaver?from California, he lives in ily, and his .brother, Richard, is 
lead to higher consumer prices. ... I haven't even 'tJ!lked about Maryland, a'nd he votes wi.th the a New York State Assembly-
man. Using the recent plant closings $1600 toilets, or l $500 AllenSouth I" 
in the Western New York area wrenc~es . . . Why , not· . goAt the Thursday night "studyMany political experts be­
break," Keane wasted no time (Trico, Republic and Bethlehem through the defense budgetlieve James Keane is giving 
getting at the issues and at Steel) as evidence, Keane main­ with a me'at cleaver?" .Congressman Kemp his tough­














Fraser and Thuronyi Join U.B. Law Fa_culty
David Fraser · 
Canadian Law '. 
by Idelle Abrams 
It was a "fortuitous" meshing 
of interests that brought David 
Fraser to Buffalo as a visiting 
Professor for the 1986-87 year. 
"I had an interest in coming 
to the States and Buffalo had 
an interest in having a Canadian 
come to the States." Fraser, 
however, was surprised by Buf­
falo's interest in Canadian law. 
"In retrospect it's logical, I 
mean, Ft. Erie's just across the 
bridge. But I didn't know the law 
school had an int_erest in Cana­
dian legal things." 
Fraser's desire to come to the 
U.S. was sparked by his current 
research interest. Two years 
ago, Canada adopted a new 
Constitution, the Charter of 
Rights, "which has totally 
changed the legal and political 
situation, in theory.What I'm in­
terested in is the historical 
American experience which 
people in Canada are trying to 
borrow and transplant into 
Canada." · · 
Specifically Fraser wants to 
explore whether this is possi­
ble, because of the different cul ­
tures and histories of the two 
countries, and, even if it is pos­
sible, whether it is a good thing. 
Historically, Fraser explained, 
Canada has always turned to 
Britain for its case law and lei9a1 
materials. The previous Cana­
dian Constitution was actually 
a statute of the British Parlia­
ment that was passed in 1867. 
However, " for years and years 
there's been this nascent and , 
burgeoning Canadian national-
ism and one of the symbols of 
national identity was the idea 
of a Constitution that was Cana­
dian." 
On the practical side, having 
its own constitution meant that 
Canada could amend it at 
home, without going back to 
Britain, "which was the histori­
cal circumstance." It was also 
an attempt "to cement some 
kind of national identity," espe­
cially in light of the problems in 
Quebec and their movement for 
independence. 
With the new Constitution, 
however, Canada is beginning 
to look at American law much 
more closely, Rarticularly in t_he 
areas of constitutional law and 
the constitutional aspects of 
criminal law, said Fraser._The 
reason for thi!l, he said, is "qas­
ically because the text of our 
constitutic;,n is remarkably simi­
lar to yours because we bor­
rowed from it, literally." It 
makes it " interesting for me to 
be here and see the two cul ­
tures," Fraser commented. 
In addition to the Canadian 
seminar he is teaching, Fraser 
is also teaching Remedies, 
which he taught at Dalhousie 
University in Nova Scotia, 
where he has been for the last 
three years. "I wanted to teach 
sort of mainstream American 
courses as well as my Canadian 
seminars. So I was transplanted 
from teaching Remedies at 
Dalhousie to teaching Rem­
edies here. " 
The difference, Fraser finds, 
in teaching the same course in 
· · . 
Visiting Canadian Prof. David Fraser. 
these two different settings_is 
the constitutional component. 
"In Canada we haven't had to 
worry about that. Remedies 
was purely and absolutely a pri­
vate common law affair." While 
he notes that "I always have to 
be aware of the . constitutional 
elements of these things," he 
doesn't see that as a drawback. 
Rather "that's one of the 
reasons I came, to have 'the 
American experience'," said 
Fraser. 
continued on page I I 
Tax authority Victor Thuronyi . 
by Idelle Abrams · 
If you want an informed opin­
ion about the recently passed 
Tax Reform Act, ask an insider. 
Victor Thuronyi, newly appoint­
ed Associate Professor of Law, 
was in on the ground floor. of 
the planning bill. As "Desig­
nated Special Legal Advisor for 
Fundamental Tax Reform" in 
the Treasury Department in 
1984, he was one of only two 
lawyers working on the project 
in the very beginning. 
The tax bill was first discuss­
ed by Presiderit Reagan in his 
State of the Union Address in 
1984 when he called for the 
Treasury Department to con­
duct a study on tax reform . 
Thuronyi had started to work in 
Treasury in 1983. 
The study came along at a 
time when there was a big piece 
of tax legislation so "the" 
Treasury "didn't really have the 
resources, in terms of lawyers, 
to devote. to the study on tax 
reform. So I was very lucky." 
Later O(l , said_ Thuronyi, 
everyone else in the office got 
involved in the study, " but at 
least I was in on the early days. 
I had a fair amount of impact 
on it in the very beginning." 
Thuronyi's rE;!action to the t,ax 
bill in its current form is that 
"it's not a perfect bill by any 
means." However, he added, 
"it's certainly preferable to cur­
rent law." Thuronyi considers 
it prog~essive in the sense that 
people nearthe poverty line are 
"unambiguously helped." 
However, he criticized the bill 
Thrills, Chills, and Spills For Leadfooted Lawyer 
by Paul W. Kullman 
While it's not unusual to see 
an attorney "racing" down­
town for a closing or to appea~ 
·for a client's arraignment, at­
torney James Partacz does 
another king of racing - drag 
racing . 
During the summer months 
· when quitting time rolls 
around, Partacz trades in his 
sport coat and tie for a crash 
helmet and overalls. And, leav­
ing behind the antiseptic at­
mosphere of his office, the at­
torney turned racer heads for 
the track. 
A partner in the West Seneca 
law firm of Cosgrove, Snyder & 
Partac.z, Partacz has been drag 
racing "seriously " only for a 
high school days. 
· " I was into cars," he said. "I 
was never a mechanic and I 
never too.k shop classes. Cars 
were just an interest I de­
veloped on my own. " 
Strapped in behind the wheel 
of his 1974 Plymouth Duster on 
a typical Friday night at Cayuga 
Speedway, Partacz backs his 
rear wheels onto a concrete 
burnout pad. Then, locking his 
front brakes to hold his self­
built "Tezmanian Devil" into 
place, Partacz revs up the en­
gine. Smoke billows as r_ubber 
meets racetrack 
After a series of "dry hops" 
to make sure that his tires are 
sticky enough to maintain 
maximum traction and hold his 
year, though he has been doing ·· line, Partacz move up to the 
so on a "casual basis " since his start, where every race is deter-
Angels' Silwa Speaks at Fillmore Hall 
by Amy Sulivan 
Curtis Sliwa, founder of the 
Guardian Angels, along with 
his wife, Lisa, visited UB to 
speak out against crime on 
Wednesday, October 8 . . 
Lisa, the National Director, 
spoke about the problems of 
being a woman today. "To be 
a ~ oman in today's society is 
very hard," said Lisa, "We're al­
ways being told we are equal -
but we are different. I grew up 
in a small, suburban town be­
fore coming to New York City. 
Within a very short period of 
time, I realized I could be a vic­
tim of crime within twenty-four 
hours." 
She next disc·ussed the type 
of role models that are out there 
for a young woman today, pop 
singers such as Madonna, who 
,confesses she "got to the top 
by being good on the bottom." 
Lisa pointed out that the role 
models out there today _don't 
help us with what we need to 
face concerning crime and 
drugs. One of the Angels' ser­
vices is to offer street survival 
seminar courses 'for woman in 
self-defense techniques. Lisa 
explained, "Self-defense must 
be a priority, rape, victims that 
do fight back dpn't . have the 
emotional scars that the 
women who don't fight back' 
do." 
Next, Curtis. Sliwa discussed 
the history, background, and 
goals of the Guardian Angels. 
Page two The Opinion October 1s; 1986 
Victor Thuro~yi 
Tax and Reform 
·A .. ... 
Jim Panacz "lights them. up" on his Tezmanian Devil. 
mined in a matter of "hun-
dredths and even thousandths 
of a second." 
Partacz and his "Tezmanian 
Devil" will cover a typical quar­
ter mile stretch of track in 11 .46 
seconds at speeds of over 115 
miles per hour. 
" It's a lot more technical than 
most people realize, " Partacz 
said of the sport. "You don't 
just jump into the car and go. 
You have to know your car in­
side and out and know what ad­
justments to make each time 
before you go out there." 
For example, Partacz said 
that pfiof to lining ,up for a par­
ticular f(eat, each driver must 
"dial in" his number. That is, 
each driver must predict the ap-
C!Jrtis was a manager of a fast 
food restaurant in the South 
Bronx. Yet he was really a 
glorified bouncer dealing with . 
hold-ups, pimps,. and youth 
gangs. Every night Curtis an­
nounced to his customers, 
"Keep your hands on your poc­
ketb(,)oks and wallets before 
your stripped clean." 
Curtis grew up in a blue col ­
lar, working class section of 
Brooklyn. Every day he had to 
ride the subway. "There was 
one of three things you could 
do," said Curtis, "run, act insen­
sitive, or do what I did. Instead 
of _putting an e,:id to physical 
garbage in the streets - sweep 
up human garbage." 
The Alliance of Guardian 
Angels, Inc. is a non-profit, all 
volunteer organization, which 
was founded on February 13, 
1979 by Curtis with just 13 
members. "Mayor Muppet Ed 
Koch and the New York City 
Police Department condemned 
~s," said Curtis. "They said we 
can't have people thinking we 
have a crime problem. The 
police chastised us and put a 
plan of harassment into effect. 
People were terrified of us, as­
sociating young as trouble. " 
Contrary to widely l)eld im­
pressions, not all Guardian 
Angels are young and not all 
are in inner city areas. The 
minimum agE1 for becoming an 
Angel is 16; tnere Is no 
continued on page R 
because those at the very t9p 
of the scale actually get a bigger 
tax break than do the middle 
class. There is a funny glitch in 
the bill, pointed out Thuronyi, 
in that those making over 
$200,000 a year actually have a 
tax increase in 1987. "Their big 
cut only comes in 1988. So 
there's a lingering question-as 
to whether there's any possibil­
ity of freezing the '87 rates." 
The treatment of tax expendi­
tures is another area of the bill 
Thuronyi finds u11s1:1tisfactory. 
Tax expenditures, he explained, 
"are effectively government 
spending programs that hap­
pen to be located in the tax 
code." He feels that the bill 
"doesn'ttreatthem in a very in­
telligent way." In some cases 
the new provisions for tax ex­
penditures are even rhore com­
plicated than current law. In 
other cases, the bill just gets rid 
of the provision without replac­
ing it with any direct spending 
programs. 
"It's difficult to move a prog­
ram from the tax code into 
another committee or. another 
department. If it gets cut, it falls 
by the wayside." Thuronyi is 
currently writing an article on 
tax expenditures that will 
elaborate on these ideas. 
Working in a bureaucracy like 
the Treasury Department was a 
"somewhat frustrating" experi­
ence for Thuronyi. "It's very 
strange because in some cases 
decisions are made very much 
off the cuff with only a couple 
of people making the decision. 
continuedon page I I 
proximate time it will take him 
to cover the quarter mile dis­
tance. The timing of the starting 
lights is then adjusted such t,!lat 
if each driver reacted the sa'me, 
they would finish in a dead 
heat. · · 
"If you finish in a time faster 
than the one you dialed in, 
you're disqualified," Partacz 
said. "And, if you jump the light 
you're also disqualified. It all 
boils down to who knows their . 
car better and how quick the 
driver can react." . 
While racing more for points 
than paychecks at this stage of 
his career, Partacz said this 
sport provides "a good release 
from practicing law, although 
you can always pick up a few 
clients along the way, too. " 
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SBA Briefs . 
Gilbert Addr~ssesPerennial but Important 
Issues: Parking, Grades, and Dean Search 
by Brett Gilbert 
A few things have happened 
over the past several weeks that 
I thought you might like to know 
about. I'll try to keep this short. 
Parking. Thanks· to every­
one who turned out on that 
chilly Wednesday morning and 
made the occupation a success. 
As a result of the protest, the 
Faculty Senate voted to end re­
strictive parking until the Uni­
versity Parking Task Force com­
pletes its recommendations. 
We'li see what those unilateral 
decision-makers in Capen Hall 
do about that. President Sam-
pie' s office called me and asked 
if I would like to be a member 
of the Task Force. I'll keep you 
up to date as to the status of 
tt,is committee. 
I cannot help but to make a 
couple. of comments concern­
ing the bad p~ess the parking 
SBA Minutes 
protest received in 'the last edi-. 
tion of The Opinion. Although I 
regularly enjoy Kevin O'Shaugh-
nessy's column, I think he 
missed his mark two weeks 
ago. 
First', although there proba-
bly is a difference between Whin-
ning and protesting, whining is 
usually what other people do 
when they protest things you 
don't care too much about. I do 
not think it is useful to demean 
the appropriate • concerns of 
others. 
Second, students have been 
out of the protesting business 
for quite some time now and 
one does not radicalize a stu-
dent population overnight. It is 
a long and difficult process to 
get students to feel comfortable 
with the possibility of risking ar-
rest over something they feel 
strongly about. We cannot 
build a strong stud~nt -move-
ment by expecting too mucl,l 
from our'constituency. We ap-
pear weak if we-strive for large 
goals - general strikes over 
nuclear weapons - and only a 
handful of students show up. · 
1/)/e appear strong if we begin 
with more modest actions and 
can produce the number to 
carry them through. The park-
ing lot occupation was a small 
step in building up the confi-
dence of students to carrying 
placards, marching in the 
streets, and defying civil au-
thority. Hopefully, some of the 
students who were in the park-
ing lot protest will attend de-
monstrations concerning more 
significant events. 
. Late Grades. Dean Newhouse 
has informed me that he is be-
hind students all the way on the 
issue and that he will do all he 
can to enforce the 30-day grade 
reporting deadline which is al-
ready on the books. Newhouse 
believes that sinc1;1 the faculty 
is the body that voted the 30~ 
· day policy into being, its mem-
bers should faithfully live by its.' 
'terms. (There is even a rumor 
that Newhouse once suggested 
to the faculty that paychecks 
should be withheld until grades 
are turned i{I. Needless to say, 
he was voted down.) 
Word Processors. Kudos to 
Ellen Gibson, Director of the 
Law Library, for her efforts in 
obtaining two word processors 
and two printers for the fifth 
floor of the library. Ellen really 
went the extra distance. Efforts 
are now underway to secure 
software and additional 
machines through private 
channels. . 
Dean Search Gommittee. Th_e 
Provost's office has been giving 
us. some ,trouble qver our 
choices of student representa-
tives on the Dean Search Com-
mittee. It appears as if that' of-
fice believes that the choice of 
which students are on the com-
' mittee is an administrative 
choice and not a student choice. 
I think their rationale involves 
"appropriate balances," or 
something like that. Hopefully; 
by the time you read this the 
controversy will be over and 
Kyle Maldiner and Jim Hayden 
will be sitting comfortably on 
th~ comttiitt_ee assertively rep-
resenting our interests. 
Well, that is abo1:1t it for now. 
If anyone has any comments or 
suggestions for me or the SBA, 
feel free to leave therri in my 
mailbox, #670. Until ' nixt 
time . .. Courage. 
SBA Taking Care ofBusiness; Considers Activity Fee Hike, 
Begins Committee Appointments, Cominencement Planning 
by Karen Buckley 
Minutes of SBA meeting on 
Monday, September 29: 
NEW BUSINESS 
1. Office Hours - There is a 
schedule on the door of the office 
for directors and officers to sign up 
to sit cine hour and two hours a 
week, respectively. 
2. Agendas - The agenda for 
Monday should be available by Fri ­
day. It will take a vote of half the 
Board to change it once it is set. 
3. New Constitution - Is typed 
up and available in the SBA office. 
4. Parlimentarian - After a plea 
from the Chair for a volunteer to fill 
this position, Derek Akiwumi stepped 
forward to accept the job. 
5. Phones - This has turned out 
, to be a big problem . Last year's fi . 
nance committee thought we 
would be owriing the phones·a lot 
sooner than we will - which won't 
be until next April . As a result, there 
isn't enough money in the phone 
l.ine of the budget. Over the sum­
mer, T.erry received a $4,000 bill, 
but was able to work out a com­
promise so the service wouldn't get 
turned off. . 
Brett suggested that the Board 
consider two possible routes to 
lower the monthly expenses, which 
are now running approximately 
$150 per month. One is consolidat­
ing the phones so they are shared 
between groups, and the other is 




Jack said that the decision was 
tabled until the whole Board could 
vote on it, butthata decision should 
bereachedquickly(timeismoney) . 
Lois asked if the groups could be 
charged ·for the phones with money 
that was included in their budget. 
Brett replied that the fee would • 
come out of one of the lines in the 
groups budget. 
Kimi suggested that an inventory 
of the equipment be taken and de-
termine how much they a·re used 
before deciding what to do. 
6. Typewriters - The ones in the 
office don't work. Brett asked the 
Board to consider if ft is worthwhile · 
to spend the money to get one that 
does work, and make it available 
for student use. 
7. Appointments Committee-
This is composed df the Exeuctive 
Board and any of the Directors that 
wish to join. The· committee inter-
views and selects students to sit on 
various Law· School committees. 
Beca·use next week' (10/5) is first 
year break, the Board will interview 
interested students on Wednesday 
and Thursday nights of the follow-
ing week (10/5 15&16). The finance 
committee has traditionally been 
picked by the Treasurer him/her-
self. Vicki stated that she had no 
problem with the finance commit-
tee being chosen in the same man-
ner as the rest of the committees. · 
John pointed out Art. 4 S.2 pro-
v(ded for tt,is me,hod. 
Diana made a motion, seconded 
byJohn,thatthefinancecommittee 
be chosen in the manner provided 
for in the ·constitution. Motion 
passed 16-0-1. ... · 
Diana asked why the selection 
was not more formal. Karen 
pointed out that we want to make 
the SBA as open as possible. Kimi 
suggested that if we hai:I a form for 
people to fill out we might be able 
to get some basic information be-
fore the interview. Tammy pointed 
ciut that the Board doesn't want to 
pre-judge anyone before we meet 
them. John and Vicki added that we 
don't want people to have to spend 
a lot of time filling out forms, espe-
cially when we can meet them face-
to-face. Brett said that we w~nt to 
make it as dissimilar to firm inter-
views as possible. 
Kimi' thought that short forms 
with name, year, etc. might make 
tl)e process more organized. Jack 
notedthatitwouldn'ttaketOo.much 
effort to fill something like that out. 
Diana.made a motion-, seconded 
by Derek that we have interested 
people fill cul' individual slips of 
P,aper containing_ name, year, com-
mittee, etc. Motion failed 6-9-1. 
Brett said he will post signs an-
nouncing positions on the various 
committees and people <;an sign up 
outside the SBA office. lljOTE: 
There will be a firm no sub rule for 
interview times. 
8. Parties - Brett said that any-
one who wants to organize a party 
for the Law School should contact 
one of, the Ex'ecutive Board. 
Nietsche's _has expressed an in-
terest in hosting a Law School bash. 
The GMA has asked the SBA if we 
· want to co-sponsor a Halloween 
party with them on 10/31 . Decision 
tabled until next week. Nancy 
suggested that we should inform 
people tliat soda is included in the 
cover price for'"All you can drink" 
parties. 
9. Dean Search - The Executive 
Board interviewed 12 people to fill 
the two sports open for students on 
the committee. Two first year stu-
dents were chosen : Kyle Maldiner 
and Jim Hayden. Brett said that 
Greiner doesn't like the fact that 
they ar_e both first years. Di1111a 
asked why he doesn't m~et them 
before he decides whether they are 
able to fill the positions. Brett said 
he will send Greiner a memo vole-
ing the SBA's ,support ef these 
people and suggesting he meet 
with them before making any judg-
ments about the kind of job they'd 
do. 
10. Commencement - The co-
chairs for the graduation commit-
tee•this year are Carol Fitzsimmons 
and Tina Simpson. They are the 
only ones who expressed any incli-
nation in •doil)g it. Anyone , in-
terested in planning graduation is 
welcome to be on the committee., 
Next year marks the 100th an-
niversary of the school's existence, 
and Professor Hyman•would like to 
see it celebrated in style, particu-
larly . the commencement cere-
monies for the Class of '88. Brett 
suggested that an ad hoc commit-
tee be formed to start working on 
the keynote speaker for next year, 
toge\ either Cuomo on Wachtler to 
speak::· 
, 11 . Dinner-Dance - Eddie 
Meijas has.done.some preliminary 
work in arranging a dinner-dance 
for next semester at the Hyatt, with 
tickets to cost $15-20 per person. 
12. Activity Fee · H_ike - Jack 
suggested that an ad-hoc commit­
tee be fQrmed to invesligate the 
feasibility.._of raising the activity fee 
so rnore money_vvill be available 
next year. After a bit of coaxing, 
John Williams accepted the job of 
heading the,effort, and.Kimi.offered 
her help. 
13. Election Rules - Right now 
there are no hard and fast rules con­
cerning elections, Brett would like 
to see some people work on for-
. mutating some rules for the con­
ducting of SBA elections. Any prop­
osals would probabl'i' have to go 
through the rotes committee. Andy 
said that he would herp. 
14. Misc. - Derek suggested 
that perhaps the SBA could hold 
meetings lfl a more formalistic fash­
ion, and that the meetings should 
be held in' a place other than the 
first floor lounge. Brett commented 
that there have been··suggestions 
in the past to move the meetings 
to room 106. The decision was ta­
bled for later review. 
Meeting.adjourned at 6:55 p.m. 
StudentLoan Update From Financial Aid Office 
by Kathy Peterangelo Johnson 
Many people have been ask­
ing about their Financial Aid 
Forms (FAFs) to see why they 
were not considered for cam­
pus-based awards, like College 
Work Study (CWS) and.the Na­
tional Direct Student Loan 
(NDSL) . For those of you who 
may not have had time to visit 
me to ask, here is asynopsis. 
The primary reason for not 
being considered for NDSL/ 
CWS is because the FAF was 
recorded in Princeton after the 
much-publicized March 15 
deadline. Even if you sent. the 
FAF in two weeks before the 
deadline, and, even if the FAF 
was received by the 15th of 
March, it is still very probable 
that your FAF was not recorded 
until after that date, If your FAF 
was. recorded after March 15, 
you are, unfortunately, _out of 
luck witt) respect to NDSUCWS 
for this academic year. But, 
never fear .. •. 1) this does not 
mean you can't be considered 
for TAP, GSL or ALAS for this 
year and, 2) NDSL and CWS are 
reassessed every year. This 
means that you just make sure 
you send in your FAF for 1987-
88 earlier. 
Another reason why you may 
not have been considered for 
NDSL or CWS is because your 
file is incomplete or was incom­
plete at the time the law awards 
were processed. What makes a 
file incomplete? Well, most 
often it is the absence of one or 
more Financial Aid Transcripts 
(FATs). The University is re­
quired to have a FAT for each 
postsecondary school of atten­
dance fegardless of whether or 
not you received ·aid from that 
school. There will be mo.re in-
formation regarding these 
transcripts later, but for now, 
just remember that schools are 
notorious for delaying in send­
ing out FATs. Therefore,__ it's 
quite possible you did request 
that a FAT be sent to UB but 
that it never got here or got here 
late. 1 
Another measure of a com­
plete file is determined by when 
a verification was completed on 
your FAF. This year, the govern­
ment began to select approxi­
mately 30 percent of the FAFs 
processed for verification. This 
(Yleant that if you were selected 
for verification, the -University 
was required to validate· all of 
the information on the FAF 
against a·n independent source 
(Le. tax forms, affidavits, etc.). 
THE UNIVERSITY WOULD 
HAVE CONTACTED YOU IF 
YOU WERE SELECTED FOR 
VERIFICATION AND WOULD 
HAVE INFORMED YOU AS TO 
WHAT D06UMENTS WOl,JLD 
BE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE 
YOUR FILE. 
If your FAF was selected for 
verification, no action could be 
tak~n on your financial aid until 
ALL of the requested items 
were received by the Main. 
Street Financ'ial Aid .Office. This 
includes NDSL, CWS and, most 
importantly, y_our GSL and/or 
ALAS. , 
I hope this information has 
been helpful to you. REMEMBER 
· the government will continue to 
select FAFs for verification from 
now on. EVEN IF YOU ' WERE 
NOT SELECTED FOR VERIFICA­
TION THIS YEAR, YOU COULD 
BE SELECTED IN -THE FUTURE.·. 
If you, should be contacted by 
the University for additional in­
formation b~cause.Qf a \l.erifica-
tion, please be prompt in re­
turning the requested informa­
tion. As always, remember to 
contact me if you have any 
questions at all pertaining to 
your financial aid. 
TIIEP~RD: 
415 Snai.. AYelllle . Sllltc 6J 
New Yori!. New Yori! 10001 
(Jl2) 59H696 (JOI) 623-35~3 
Kemp Urges 100th.Congress AdoptPlan to Eliminate Poverty; 
..Proposes Comprehensive Seven Point Legislative Package 
On Thursday, October 2, Con­
gressman Jack Kemp (R-NY) 
today told the Congressional 
Black Caucus Legislative. Con­
ference that "America must 
have a genuine national com­
mitment from the people up to 
the highest levels of govern­
ment to wage war on and help 
eliminate poverty as a way of 
life in our nation. The next fron­
tier ofthe civil rights movement 
in ___our society is to move 
America to full employment 
without inflation and achieve 
our goal of a livable income for 
each and every person in this 
nation."--
"We can resolve this problem 
of poverty with energy, imagi­
nation, and resources, putting 
forth and enacting a positive 
legislative agenda to achieve in 
our lifetime genuine equality of 
opportunity for every person, 
irrespective of color, culture, or 
socio-economic background. 
put on a fast-track with the 
100th Congress, and include 
the following: 
1) •welfare Reform. Our wel­
fare system is a mess and a dis­
incentive to building successful 
families. It is an outrage to sub­
sidize family breakup by giving 
more welfare to a family where 
the father or mother is absent 
from the family. Althougt:i I un­
derstand that means tests can 
be rationalized on both moral 
and budgetary grounds, we 
must find .the way to eliminate 
high effective tax rates on en­
terprising welfare families who 
stay together and take a job. 
The phased reduction of wel­
fare .benefits combined with 
payroll and income taxes gives 
the enterprising poor very little 
income if they enter the work­
force. In fact, in the county of 
Los Angeles it is typical for a 
welfare family to face a de facto 
access to employment and job 
training assistance they need to 
gain meaningful private sector 
jobs at a decent wage, and as­
sist in the transition from wel­
fare to work. This is not a com­
prehensive welfare reform pro­
posal, nor do I claim that our 
proposal is perfect. But I think 
it is a stepping stone towards a 
more pro-family, pro-work, pro­
jobs, and pro-job training wel­
fare system. I'm pleased to say 
that this effort is strongly sup­
ported by the Urban League, 
OIC (Opportunities Industriali­
zation Center) and the Martin 
Luther King Center." · 
2) •Tax Incentives and Re­
lief. The increase in the per­
sonal exemption to $2,000 is a 
giant leap forward towards 
helping low-income families 
escape poverty, but it is only the 
beginning of a genuine moral 
effort to allow poor people to 
keep more of their hard-earned 
Black Caucus, the Urban 
League, and the NAACP, as well 
as other pro-opportunity groups 
-is not yet a reality for our na­
tion's poor?. How can our na­
tional leaders, especially those 
few in the House of Representa­
tives who are blocking this re­
form, allow Enterprise Zones to 
remain an unfulfilled promise? 
I am especially pleased that our 
new enterprise zone bill incor­
porates a recommendation by 
Rep. Charlie Rangel to allow the 
immediate expensing of up to 
$100,000 in new investment in 
any enterprise zone. Our new 
bill can create a lifeline of en­
trepreneurship and new job 
creation in areas suffering from 
hopelessness. Let's pass this 
long-overdue bill and let's do it 
now. 
4) "Urban Homesteading 
and Resident Management. 
The essence of a pro-opportu­
nity agenda is to give all Amer­
Wouldn't it be great if we could 
get an advanced start on a pov­
erty agenda and pass Urban 
Homesteading before we ad­
journ?" 
5)"Job Training. Job training 
programs are also a linchpin of 
any society that upholds 
genuine equality. I think we 
should be expanding the Ad­
ministration's JPTA (Job Train­
ing Partnership Act) and other 
such programs because ttrey 
can spawn the vocational edu­
cation and training for real jobs. 
6) "Magnet Schools. Magnet 
schools are an innovative idea 
to achieve voluntary integra­
tion and quality neighborhood 
education. There is nothing 
more fundamental to the future 
of our children and nation than 
support for excellence, integra­
tion, and equality of opportu­
nity through local education. 
"This-agenda should have as marginal tax of up to 278%. income and dig themselves out icans 9reater access to i,:icome, 7) "A Full Employment Eco­
its goal the creation of condi­ That's like asking a welfare reci­ of poverty. In my judgment, the property, a decent home, and a nomy. A national commitment 
tions for low:income families to pient to pay the government up personal exemption should be respectable· and safe neighbor­ to a full employment economy 
stay together and move up the to $3 for every dollar they earn. increased more, much more, hood. Our Urban Homestead is really the first and foremost 
ladder. We know how to elimi­ "Welfare reform will be at the and the income tax threshold Act, which I ·introduced along means of creating a durable 
nate poverty. We have the solu­ top of the legislative agenda for should also be raised, as with Del Walter Fauntroy, gives ladder to better job oppor­
tion. We must now make the . the 100th Congress, as it should budgetary conditions allow. every public housing tenant tunities and greater income for 
necessary national commit­ be. In anticipation of that de­ The exemption would have to that earned opportunity for self­ the unemployed and poor. We 
ment to make those solutions a bate, I have joined with my col­ be about $6,000 today, just to help and self-enpowerment. It can't be satisfied with the slow 
reality. We can't put America to leagues Bill Gray, Arlen Specter shield the same proportion of would guarantee every public growth rates we've been ex­
work without putting all Amer­ and Pat Moynihan in introduc­ family income as it did in the housing resident the 'right to periencing. We need full em-· 
icans to work, and our highest ing legislation which we hope fifties. In the near future, we buy' their own housing com­ ployment, full plant capacity,
social and economic goal must will make a positive co·ntribu­ should also consider eliminat­ munities through tenant man­ and millions of new jobs if we 
be jobs, housing, and education tion jto a change in welfare pol­ ing both employer and em­ agement groups. In order to are going to fulfill that hope of I I 
for all. In our Judea-Christian icy. Our bills, H.R. 5064 and ployee payroll taxes on poor protect the housing stock for eliminating poverty. Tax,_ 
society, we need bQth a plat0 5065, are entitled the Oppor­ people, in order to foster more the poor, our bill requires for monetary, and trad poliey 
form below which no one can tunities for Employment Pre­ enterprise and more jobs. the first time in law that the must be aimed at full employ­
fall, and a ladder on which paredness Act and the Aid to 3) "Enterprise Zone. Can you HUD Secretary make a yearly ment, more access to capital for 
everyone can climb." Families and Employment believe that Enterprise Zones­ report on the need to provide minority business men and 
Kemp urged that a , oncrete Transition Act. Basically, these an idea which has been en­ additional resources to meet women, and stable prices with 






Every year, thousands of BAR/BAI students rave about the 
quality of BAR/BRl's lecturers. BAR/BRl's lecturers are 
experts on the law, experts on the bar exam and experts on 
lecturing. 
"I had no idea the course was this good," is a typical 
comment. Now, for the first time, you can find out for yourself 
just how good the BAR/BAI lecturers are. 
For your own free audiotape sampling of the BAR/BAI 
course, ask your student representative, stop by our display 
table or write to BAR/BAI directly. In return, you'll get an earful. -
OOubn 
THE NATION'S LARGEST AND MOST PERSONALIZED BAR-REVIEW 
415 Seventh Avenue, Suite 62 160 Commonwealth Avenue 
·New York, New York 10001 Boston, Massachussetts 02116 
C 1986
212/594-3696 201 /623-3363 617/437-1171 BAR/BAI 
Angered Parking Protester 
Lambastes ''The Boy Mechanic''LePINioN I 
STATE U1'1VERsm· OF NE\t" 'IORJ.: AT 8~Al.O SCHOO!.. Cf LAW 
Mr. O'Shaughnessy for it, not because the adminis­ President Sample and Vice 
As a participant of the parking tration decided to reward them President Doty than getting on 
protesters, I was outraged by for being nice, docile children TV. Even the 1960s causes at­
Editor-in-Chief: Paul W. Kullman 
Volume 27, No. 4 October 15, 1986 
"The Boy Mechanic" of Oct. 1. interested in world peace. It tracted a few who went along 
Managing Editor: Krista Hughes What makes you think that you was precisely this voice that because it was fashionable and 
News Editors: Idelle Abrams, Dana Young have the right to decide what was being defended on Sept. fun to defy authority. 
Features Editor: Kevin O'Shaughnessy issues are appropriate for 17. Parking is a problem con­ Your accusation that protes­Business Manager: Melinda K. Schneider 
others to protest and which are fronted by the majority of stu­ ters were only there as a re­
Staff Photographer/ 
not? It seems to me the height dents at this university and half sume-building experience is
Photo Editor: Paul Hammond 
of hypocrisy for one who up­ of the lots near the Spine were both mystifying and suspi­Layout Editor: Susan Clerc 
holds the importance of free­ taken without consulting the cious. How exactly do you thinkProduction Editor: Wendy Ciesla 
Contributing Editor: Amy Sullivan dom of speech to criticize student body's elected repre­ we'll work this into our re­
others for speak.ing out on a sentatives. How can you, in sumes, and why? Before you 
matter that concerns them. good conscience, pretend that accuse others of taking a stand Contributors: Vince Falvo, Shelley Rice, 
You said that the protest of stealing the lots is not solely to enhance job potential,) Brett Gilbert 
l!:l Copyright 1986, The Opinion, SBA. Any reproduct ion of materials herein is Sept. J7 was "selfish and tri­ "emblematic" of the consistent you might pause to consider 
strictly prohibited w ithout the express consent of the Editors. The Opinion is vial" compared to those of the disregard of student needs your own record of siding with 
published every two weeks during the academic year. It is the student newspaper 1960s and that 60s protesters exhibited l)y the University ad­ faculty and administration in 
of the State University of New York at Buffalo School of Law, SUNYAB Amherst 
Campus. Buffalo, New York 14260. The views expressed in this paper are not "would vomit" at the thought ministration and that'this disre­ any situation that pits them 
necessarily those of the Editorial Board or Staff of The Opinion. The Opinion is of parkinQ as an issue. It isn't gard, if not open hostility, also against students. 
a non-profit organization . third-class postage entered at Buffalo, N.Y. Editorial "the TV news clone"who doesn't led to closing one student union You should also keep in mind
policy of The Opinion is determined collectively by the Editorial Board. The 
Opinion is funded by SBA from Student Law Fees. remember the '60s but you. If without building another? tnat an accusation of triviality 
you did remember you would I also fail to understand your sounds a bit ironic coming from 
know that protests against the resentment of local TV and someone who reviews bars. 
draft and for civil rights co­ campus paper coverage of the If you feel so strongly that 
existed on college campuses event. What is the purpose of there are better causes to pro­
with demonstrations against holding a protest if not to get test for, why don't you cut the 
Editorial: curfews, dress codes, and, yes, attention? Paul Verdolino did sanctimoniot.Js snivelling and 
lack of parking. University stu­ go overboard, but he was only organize a demonstration? 
dents of the '60s fought for and one of the hundreds who 
won a voice in policy affecting showed up, most of them more Sincerely, 
them because they protested concerned with being heard by Susan Clerc 
Composition and De_!ign : Words and Graphics, Inc. 
11 Choose Substance, NYS Trial Lawyers Assoc. IINot Procedure" 
Annual Seminar Set for Oct. 25 In the study of law we a're taught that following 
"proper procedure" is often crucial. We are also 
Dear Fellow Members of the Construction Accidents; and Lawy~rs Association in order to
taught, however, that sometimes the interest of a Bar: Medical Malpractice. attend. You may regi·ster by
larger authority in enforcing a regulation is out­ Our annual seminar entitled . Each of the speakers has put sending your registration di­
weighed by the interests of an individual or group DECISIONS is being held by the in a tremendous . amount of rectly to the New York, N.Y. 
New York State Trial Lawyersof individuals in not being regulated. University Pro­ preparation and research into 10038, with your check for $75 
Association on October 25, their individual presentations. if you are a member and $95vost William Greiner, a former UB Law Professor, 
1986 at the Sheraton-Buffalo Their work will save time in re­ for non-members. You may re­will not accept for the Dean Search Committee the Airport on Walden Avenue at 1- search and help us to present gister at the door provided you 
names of the two students chosen by SBA to repre­ 90 (Ex.it 52E), in Cheektowaga, our cases more effectively. call my office at 852-1000 to 
sent student interests in the search for a dean. New York, from 9:30 a.m . to make this advance registration. 
By not foll9wing the prescribed procedure and 5 p.m. If you are interested in joining 
Our speakers are Prof. Each year, more the New York State Trial 
Richard Farrell of the Brooklyn
simply accepting the two students, Central Admin­
Lawyers Association at . thisistration would have for the Committee two experi­ and more. lawyersLaw School, a well-known ap­ time, it can constitute a $20 sav­enced and enthusiastic people who· are essentially pelate lawyer; · Lester Fetell; ings in the cost of the registra­are learning ofthe choice of the student body for representatives Brian Shoot;. Bert Bauman ; and tion and I would be pleased to 
to the Dean Search Committee. The SBA Executive Sandra Krevitsky Janin, spe- provide you with the necessary 
Board was chosen by the students ofthis law school 
the value of this 
, cialist in trial and appellate application forms upon your re­
medical malpractice. Each of seminar. questing same.to act as our voice in dealing with the Law School 
the speakers will revielll( the im­ I look forward to seeing youand University Administration. Acting in this capac­ portant cases decided in the Each year more and more on October 25, 1986 at theity, the Executive Board chose Jim Hayden and Kyle past year in their respective lawyers are learning of the Sheraton-Buffalo Airport. ...­
Maldiner as the student members of the Committee. fields, which include New value of this seminar. Sincerely, 
They were chosen because after careful considera­ Legislation; Municipal Liability; This has been reflected by the Paul W. Beltz 
Products Liabil_ity; Motor Vehi­ attendance of over 150 lawyers Local Chairmantion, it was decided that these two will best embody 
cle Liability; Pleadings, Venue, at our last seminar. student interests and concerns, and will speak and 
Consolidation & Forum Non It is not necessary that you (Editor's note: Mr. Beltz said the act with those interests and concerns in mind. Conveniens; Evidence; Disclo­ be a trial lawyer or a member seminar is free to all interested
The Provost's office claims to have nothing per­ sure and Discovery; Damages of the New York State Trial law students.) 
sonal against Hayden and Maldiner. However, it de­
mands that a list of student names be submitted 
from which the Provost will choose the two he In The Public Interest On The_,
wants. This is the way all of the other members of 
the Committee were chosen. But it is relatively easy 
to select from a list of prominent local attorneys Watch For Seminar Papers 
who have the backing of the Bar Association, or 
A reminder to all second and by students as part of their selecting your topics and writ­from a group of former fellow professors. In the third year students who are or seminar requirement. In other ing your paper. If your article is case of students, however, SBA might as well sub­ should be thinking about semi- words, as long as you have to accepted for publication, you
mit a list of student numbers from which Greiner nar papers : write a paper, why not let us will have ample opportunity to 
could select two at random. SBA was asked to sub­ read it? You have nothing to revise and edit it in conjunction 
In The Public Interest is a re­ lose but the cost of a copy. INmit a list of possible students to the Provost. Instead, with the ITPI staff. When the 
view of law and society pub­ THE PUBLIC INTEREST is distri­ seminar deadlines roll around,SBA made it easy and gave Greiner the names of 
lished annually by a student buted to all UB law students .drop a copy of your effort intwo people who are the choice of the student body editorial collective. Staff mem­ and,faculty as well as to law lib­ room 118 or in box 366. It you
and who will serve the Committee well. For some bership is open to all SUNY Buf­ raries and public interest or­ have any questions, contact 
reason this is not good enough. falo Law -School students. This ganizations around the country. either Molly Dwyer or Sara 
journal is committed to printingThis is not a case in which SBA wants to take 
articles which examine legal is­control of the Dean Search or hamper it in any way. 
sues within their historical,
SBA simply wants to asst:1re that in the search for political and social contexts. 
a dean of the Law School, student concerns will be We welcome articles from 
presented and heard. They chose two people from faculty an.d law practitioners as 
the student body who are willing and able to do well as written perspectives 
from other disciplines, but ourthis. As one law student has said, "If Greiner would 
main source of material is lawstop being a fascist about this whole thing," maybe student seminar papers. Last 
the Dean Search would get underway soon. year we received 30 papers and 
were able to publish five written 
Please keep us in mind when Nichols. 
The ()pinion letter to editor policy 
The Opinion encourages letters to the editor. They should 
not exceed 300 words. All letters must be signed with name 
and address. The name can be omitted from publication if there 
ii. 'substantial reason to believe-the author would be subject to 
retaliation. The address can be omitted from publication at the 
request of the writer, but a general locality will be published. 
No maliciou~ or libelous statements will be published. The 
editor reserves the right to edit letters and accept or reject them 
on the basis of content or space. 
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The ·Boy . ¥echanic by Kevin O'Shaughnessy 
' 
Blow Drl~d QB Scrambling for Substance 
Several recent articles by The 
Buffalo News (which has en­
_dorsed "supply side" Jack) 
have focused entirely on the 
latest polls and Kemp's pos­
sible margin of victory. (Pretty 
incisive political journalism, 
huh.) The Congressman's 
quently cited by the News, in­
sisted that Kemp will win big. I 
took a course in Political Com­
munication during the fall of 
1982. Dr. Goldhaber appeared 
as ·a guest lecturer and ·confi­
dently predicted, with one week 
left in the Cu,omo/Lehrman 
gressman, whp ·claims he's 
"never ducked anything in his 
life," has spent this campaign 
talkin·g ·about pools, defending 
his voting record, denying 
shady campaign financing (i.e. 
the tax exempt American• 
Renaissance Fund which is al­
Stockman admits Supply Side 
won't work.) Jack's brilliant 
economic theories have been 
unable to bring prosperity to 
the nation or his district. , 
My fondest image of Jack 
was an appea-rance, via satte­
Republic steel plants. As Keane 
likes to point out, "Last year 
Kerne spent on~ night in his dis- , 
trict ... he slept in the Buffalo 
Hilton!" 
After the "study ~ k", 
Councilman Keane adjourned 
people cqmplain they're run­ Gubernatorial · Campaign that legedly for educational lite, on the Today Show. Jack, to the Sweet Home Cafe to dis­
ning .against the media's expec- . 
tations (i.e. if "Trickle Downh 
Mario Cuomo would win big (a 
10-15 perc~nt margin). The 1982 
work ... although Jack admits, 
"In this case, I am the 
looking "sporty" in his light col­
ored golf shirt,~sacting as an 
cuss the campaign, politics, and . 
Jack Kemp. Keane humorously 
Jack doesn't win big, his presi­ gubernatorial election was one educator,") and avoiding tele­ official observer f the Nicara­ explained that he had achieved 
dential hope will dim consider­ of the · closest in his­ vised debates with Keane (he guan "elections." e reassured two of his three personal goals: 
ably), Someone ought to re­ tory ... Cuomo won by approx­ has gone from three to one). Bryant, Jane, and the nation "I've been mentioned in Mother 
mind them that " Laffer' Curve" imately 2 percent. It is my firm be­ Jack Kemp is hiding behind that he was watching democ­ Jones, I've been in a Tole's car­
Jack is running for Congress. lief·that Dr. Goldhaber missed an image and the polls. They racy in action. I sat there watch­ toon, all that's left is to make a 
UB Communications Profes­ his true calling as a Buffalo wea- are all he has left. Jack has ing this conservative buffoon, Doonesbury." I hope he makes 
sor Dr. Gerald Goldhaber, a ther man. ' toured the nation preaching the wondering what he was doing it, as the man who put Jack 
longtime associate of Kemp's Meanwhile, the "blow dried" "Laffer Curve" and "Supply Side in Nicaragua, thousands of Kemp on the unemployment 
and.a man whose polls ar'e,fre- ex-quarterback tumed Con- Economics" (even David miles from the Bethlehem and line. >,.. 
The Cutting Edge . by Dana Young 
NYS ''Toxic Tort Discovery Rule'' Is In Effect 
Imagine you are plaintiff " P" . halation or ingestion of the claim must be revived within a injury" rule, but it is unclear nical, scientific, or medical 
You are a 21-year-~ld female toxic substance in question. year from the effective date of why New York is trying to adopt knowledge" which would have 
who has just found she has cer­ This law will be pseudo-retroac­ this act, i.e. by July 30, 1987. It them both. enabled him to ascertain the 
vical cancer. Further, your tive, allowing for "revival" of should be noted that this act cause of his injury was not "dis­
mother took DES while preg­ past claims within one year of applies to claims for property covered, identified, or deter­Specifically, section 214 (c) 
nant with you. Doctors have de­ the effective date of this act. damage as WJ'lll as personal in­ mined" within the initial three(4) provides that if a plaintiff dis­
termined that the DES your The statute, Section 2 of jury. Thus, an action for prop­ covers the cause of his injury year period following "discov­
mother ingested is responsible for Chapter 682 of the Laws of erty damage, say from asbes­ ery of the injury." Again, manymore than three years but less 
. your present disease. You are 1986, amends the Civil Practice tos, can also be revived . interpretative questions arethan five years after the injury 
obviously very upset and want Law and Rules by adding a new The act also expressly ad­ raised as to what informationwas or should have been disco­
to sue the manufacturer of DES section, 214 (c). There are two dresses wrongful death ac­ concerning the cause of injuryvered, that plaintiff has one 
for the high medical costs you effects of this section which tions. Wrongful death actions is sufficient for plaintiff to haveyear within which he can file a 
are going to have to pay, as well every law student thinking can be revived, but only if the claim. This protects that class been able to ascertain the con­
as for your pain, suffering, and ahead to.the bar should under­ action would have been barred of victims who learn of their ill­ nection between the cause and 
possibly, death. ·Under the old stand·. The first provides that in at tlie time of decedent's death. his injury;, how well this infor­ness, but do not know of the 
tort law, however, your cause any case where a plaintiff has In other words, if a personal in­ mation must be publicized; etc.connection between their dis­
of action is barred. You would been exposed to ·a substance, jury action was not barred at the It should be noted that defense ease and their exposure to 
have had to file a tort claim the statute of limitations· is to · time of death, but counsel messed counsel will have to be wary insome toxic substance. While it 
within three years from the last be computed (accrues) from the up· and failed to file a death ac­ is commendable that the legis­ trying to prove that •information 
date of exposure to the DES. "date of discovery of the i11jury tion within the two-year statute lature is interested in the wel­ did exist and was sufficient for 
You probably. weren't even, by the plaintiff or from the date of limitations period, this act fare of such victims, it is unclear plaintiff to ascertain a causal 
born at this time! when through exercise of reason­ will not help revive it. The plain­ why they did not simply adopt connection during the three 
tiff can 'only seek lawyer mal­ year period following discoveryIf this sounds ridiculous, the able diligence such mJury a "discovery" rule triggered by 
of injury as they might be inad­fact is that this has been the set­ should have been discovered practice. discovery of cause. The same 
Finally, the act expressly vertently admitting causation at tled law in New York State up by the plaintiff, whichever is problems that necessitated the 
until July 30, 1986. On July 30, earlier."• This language, of · excludes ·dental and medical adoption of a "discovery" rule the same time. 
malpractice claims under CPLRa major legislative change took course, raises interpretative upon discovery of injury, i.e. la­
214 (c) . Air medical malpractice In conclusion, the enactmenteffect in New York's tort law questions as to what "reason­ tency and lack of knowledge of 
when Governor Cuomo signed able diligence".is, and wheth~r claims are still governed by of this statute is a welcome step the injury, can be argued to 
into law. a "discovery" statute an objective or subjective. stan­ CPLR 214 (a). necessitate adoption of a dis­ in tort law, despite a few am­
biguities and inconsistencies in of limitations rule for case; in­ dard will be applied in deciding . The legislat4re made an in­ covery of cause rule, i.e. distant 
teresting distinction in the the provisions. As the s~atute is volving exposure to ~oxic sub- . when a person should have causal links and -lack of knowl­
stances. Sometimes referred to "through the exercise of framing of the "discovery" rule edge of wrongdoing. If the applied through the courts, 
portion of this act. While the act hopefully these kinks will work'as the "toxic tort discovery reasonable diligence" disco~ legislature philosophically be­
now indiscriminantly allows themselves out. What is impor­rule," this reform will allow vic­ vered an injury. lieves that a person can dis­
claims to be made three years tant is that a significant numbertims exposed to DES, asbestos The- second effect of the sta­ cover an injury, but not dis­
and other ha'rmful substances tute is to revive claims which cover the cause until later, then from the "discovery" of the in­ of victims of toxic tort expo­
are now time-barred. There are jury alone, there is also a sec­ sures will now have a chanceto initiate claims which would there is no reason tQ make a 
otherwise have been ba'rred by several strings attached with re­ ond provision which allows a random time limit as to when to be heard in court on the 
merits of their case. This is aa three-year statute of limita­ gard to this provision, however. victim who discovers the cause such claims can be made. 
tions which began to accrue fol ­ First, the only claims which will of his injury after the three year fundamental right, and on July 
limitation period has expired to In addition to atime limita­ 30, New York joined 42 otherlowing "last exposure." This is be revived are those invqlving 
exposure to five specific sub­ institute a claim. A number of tion on initiating "discovery of states who have similar "dis­a very significant breakthrough 
other jurisdictioris have cause" actions, the burden of covery" statute of limitationsfor these victims as many ·were stances: DES, tungsten-car­
unaware of their injuries for bide, asbestos, clordane, or adopted.a "discovery of cause" proof is also on the plaintiff to rules ensuring that such victims 
decades subsequent to their in- polyvinylchloride. Second, the rule rather than a "discovery of allege and prove that the " tech- receive this right. 
Commentary by Vince Falvo 
Democratic .Re,vival Blowing in ''Political Winds?'' 
mainstream. In doing so, how­ Dole, et al. shall serve as evi­
In announcing his candidacy shall. bring to a close the the New Deal, the Reagan ad­
ever, the Reaganites have lost dence. The force of Reaganism
for the presidency in 1988, Reagan Revolution and usher in ministration now seems satis­
the moral passion and re­ in ,-980-1985 was predicatedthe period of post-Reagan poli ­ fied to govern on an ad hocformer Delaware Governor on the presence of a counter­tics. As the political struggles basis with few new policy initia­ volutionary fervor which madePete DuPont made a curious ob­
their success in the summer of revolutionary force seeking to 
servation on American politics : of the first Reagan term recede tives. Although events such as 
1981 possible. Republican can­ subvert it. Now that the. Demo­
"The morning after the next into historical perspective, the Rehnquist appointment, 
Gramm-Rudman, and the tax diates no longer speak of the crats have abandoned hope ofwhat remains during the post­election day, the American a return to the political atmos-Reagan period is how histo­ reform bill promise to carry the desperate need to .check thepeople are going to realize that free-spending, gross taxation . phere before Reagan,. the min­
Ronald Reagan is not going to rians and future policymakers next century', they foilow no policies of the Democratic ions of the Reagan Revolutionwill interpret this storied legacy affirmative agenda originatingbe president forever." This in­ Washington establishment, but face the problem of maintain-. from the White House. Addition­of fiscal conservatism, militarycredible prophesy, damnation ing a constant state of revolu­interventionism, and the ally, the traditional conservative rather how best to perpetuateto some, salvation .to others, 
cuts and rearming the be­ and refine what Reagan has tion in the post-Reagan era . .scaled-down federal initiative. was meant to perhaps imply 
leaguered military has notice­ wrought. The rallying cry ofClearly, the chief cause forthat the American people w ill The second clearest indica­1984 of "Let's finish the job!"1 this shift in the politica~ winds ably softened. tion that the conservative revo­realize they want the heir to ' a 
The unqualified success of has been replaced by thoughtschemical fortune to be presi­ is the withering of the original lution has ended is the w illing­
the Reagan fo,rces in 1984 has of how best to build on the com-·Reagan mandate. Whereas the n~ss of the Democrats to lookdent. Aside from his original · permanently legitimized and 0pleted Reagan Revolution. The first Reagan term brought tointention, Governor DuPont established the conservative collective public statements ofWashington the most ri-gorous,makes a legitimate p~int. The Mrs. Bush, Kemp, DuPont, . c·ontinued on pug,: I I manifesto in the politicalideologically rigid agenda since passing of Election Day 1986 
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The Cafe: HardwoodFloors & Men's Room Doors 
by Kevin O'Shaughnessy Woman From Tokyon by Deep (once or twice a monttr). 
Many people contend that Purple, and " Long Haired In addition to the jukebox, 
Rooties Pump Room is the best Country Boy" by Charlie other entertainment includes 
bar near the Amherst Campus; Daniels. chex hockey, electronic darts, 
it is popular with the Benni­ pinball, and bowling. The man­
gans, Chi-Chi's and Friday's agement claims the kitchen is a 
crowds that like to eat greasy "couple of months" from com­
wings in designer jeans and pletion. Good news for shy 
Reeboks, then call it slum­ male customers who have notBAR
ming . . . "meeting the real Buf­ patronized the Cafe since 
falonians." Sorry Rooties, spring: management has in­
you're a distant second behind stalled a door on the men's 
the Sweet Home Cafe. room! However, this innova­
The Cafe is the perfect cure tion may increase the traffic 
for common academic ail­ near the front table, which, until 
ments: mind bending exams, the recent installation, has af­
all night writing/typing forays, forded one of the more interest­
and the "what am I doing with ing vistas in Western New York. 
my life" blues. It is my favorite After an intramural football 
place not to get reading done. or Softball game the Cafe is a 
Guiness is always on tap ($.95 dependable bar where the beer 
a glass, $2 a mug). Additionally is always cold . It is open during 
the bar features happy hour the day unlike Rooties, which 
specials (Monday through Fri­ has unpredictable business 
day 4 p.m. - 7 p.m., two bottles hours. Weather permitting, a 
of domestic beer for $1 .95, and picnic table sits on the porch to 
$3.25 pitchers of Michelobe At the Cafe, suits, flannels, facilitate hassle-free outdoor 
Light or Genesee beer and leathers ancl T-shirts tip'em drinking. And no one turns the 
·ale), free popcorn, . and · an all back together. Some of the collar up on his polo 
The Opinion schedule for the 1986 Fall Semester is as follows: two patrols per week. ' 
The Guardian Angels now/ number over 5,000 members in 
61 American, Canadian, andCOPY DATE OF 
Mexican cities. But it took theISSUE DEADLINE* LAYOUT** PUBLICATION 
group two years before they 
gained any recognition. The 
27 :5 Mon., Oct. 20 Thur., Oct. 23 Wed., Oct. 29 Guardian Angels were in At­
lanta, Georgia during the
27 :6 Mon.,Nov. 3 Thur., Nov. 6 Wed., Nov. 12 period of child kidnappings and 
27 :7 Mon., Nov. 17 Thur., Nov. 20 Wed., Nov. 26 killings. At the time, they were 
told by Mayor Jackson, "We27 :8 Mon., Nov. 24 Sun., Nov. 30/ Fri.,Dec. 5 
ain't got no damn subway prob­
Mon.,Dec. 1 lems, go home." After they suc­
ceeded in Atlanta, they were in• 
vited elsewhere. Now Mayor 
Koch says, " I love the Guardian 
* Deadline is 12:00 noon. . Angels.!' 
The Guardian Angels-do not**Layout will be in The Opinion office, room 724 O'Brian Hall at 6 p.m. 
carry weapons while on patrol.
All articles must be typed double-spaced. Submissions can be placed ii'} the manil<! envelope outside 
Before going out on patrol;~e Opinion office, ..r-oomI 724 O'Brian Hall.. .., 
each member is searched for 
Jaff meetings are held every Tuesday at 6 p.m. in the office. drugs, drug paraphenalia, al-
continuedon page 10 
world juke box : not as electric crowd looks pretty rough, but I 
as Anacone's Inn, but rich ill know of no trouble ever begin­
Rock classics like "Radar Love" ning. People come to relax, un­
by Golden Earring, " My wind, and watch periodic bands 
A First-Year's View 
Untold Treasures Await 
St~dents Willing to Expl~re 
by Shelley Rice 
If you haven't yet, I suggest dance, to sounds similar to 
you explore and discover Buf­ NYC's Garage. Imagine there's 
falo with a few friends. The someplace for everyone here. 
whole first year class in one Delaware Avenue is the equiv­
place at the same time may alent of NYC's Fifth Avenue. 
change the natural environ­
There are very beautiful win­ment of an establishment. If 
dow displays where no pricesyou're on a budget, you may 
appear, suggesting that "if yciudiscover less expensive wings. 
have to ask the price, you prob­If price is of no concern, you 
ably can't afford it." There aremay discover where the best 
also very elegant establish­wings, wines, and sundries are. 
ments that have the air of being .During the Fall Break, I ven­
visited by wealthy and stuffytured downtown/midtown. 
old men. There are very largeThere are some very nice 
mansions turned office build­places. There are Lati n shops, 
ings and at three in the morn­Asian food, Italian delights and 
ing, you can imagine it wouldif I left any group out, it's not 
be nice to live on a quiet streetbecause they' re not there, it's 
like Delaware with a largeonly because I did not discover 
grassy yard and wealthy neigh­them yet. 
bors.Dare to go where " you may 
not know anyone." You may At 4 a.m ., with a friend, I hap­
discover you will meet some­ pened upon a disco roller skat­
one you know, and you may ing rink off Main, and a Freddy's 
find those who have similar 'Donut Shop. I even ventured 
mores as yourself. I agree with out during the . day and met 
Dorothy that "there's no place some town folk. I was referred 
like home," but since I did not to several nifty thrift shops and 
make it there for the Fall Break nightlife taverns. 
I made the best of Buffalo. There's plenty more to dis­
On Allen Street I felt a breeze cover. So far, Buffalo's all right. 
of NYC's Greenwich, with its I realize I haven't gotten caught 
small restaurants, shops, and in a snow drift yet, but since I 
bars, each with varying degrees will spend three years here, I'm 
of creativity and atmosphere. I being optimistic. I haven't seen 
actually found a place I could it all and I hope it will get better. 
'-
shirt .. . come to think of it, no The Sweet Home Cafe: "No Polo shirts." 





















Guardian Angels • • • • • • • continued from page 2 
maximum. The oldest member working or going to school or training program that usually 
is currently 80 years old. be able to demonstrate how requires 10 hours per week. 
To become a Guardian Angel, you support yourself. After After the physical training in 
you must not have a -serious being screened an applicant self-defense, CPR, the penal 
criminal record. You must be must complete a three month code, the constitutional rights 
.of making a citizen's arrest, and 
patrol techniques, a trainee 
must contribute a minimum of 
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Outside Interests Threaten Gridiron Dyiiasty 
by Kevin O'Shaughneuy 
3 L Sec. 2 (formerly 1L Sec. 
2, 2L Sec. 2)-opened the intra­
mural fljlgfootpall season with 
a 48-6 victory over LAMBDA 
last week. After a few anxious 
moments early (the score was 
a ,4-6 after the first quarter), · 
last year's champs p-ulled away 
and cruised to victory. Second 
year man Mike Herb was key to 
the victory: H At first the defense 
was having trouble with their 
, audibles, we thought they were 
in code. But I figured out that 
they were in Spanish ... after 
that it was easy, all their plays 
were on 'uno'." 
Signal 7aller Rick Resnick led 
the team m rushing and passing 
(7 carries 73 yards; 14 of 22 for 
367 yards with 5 TD's). Will "The 
Whiz" Zickl and Bruce "Big 
Hands" Hoover led the team in 
receivin_g with 6 catches each. 
Defensive end John Formica 
led the team with 8 tackles and 
3 quarterback sacks. 
Storm' clouds may be on the 
horizon for the 3 L Sec. 2 
dynasty, which captured the fall 
and spring crowns, in addition 
to the Western New York Col­
legiate Flag Football Tourna­
ment. Critics say a majority of 
the team has spent the off sea­
son "cashing in" on the team's 
gridiron prowess. Quarterback 
Rick Resnick spent the off sea­
son as nRavishing" Rick Res­
nick, a professional wrestler in 
the southern circuit (reruns of 
"Ravishing" Rick can be seen 
on WTBS, Atlanta, Sundays at 
3:00 a.m... Don't miss his 
Texas Chain Match against 
Brutus Beefcake). Also, Resnick 
has just finished taping an exer­
cise video with Lyle Alzado 
which will hit the stores near 
Christmas. 
Wide receiver Joel Schecter 
(who missed the home opener 
for "personal reasons") has 
opened a series of dance 
studios for young girls: Schec­
ter's Tap for Tiny Tots. When 
asked about his failure to ap­
pear in the opener, Schecter re­
plied, "I've got to prepare for 
my life after 3 L Sec. 2 ... the 
g·uy's have to understand that 
the girls need me." Sources 
close to Schecter' indicate he 
3L. Sec . 2 
was in New York Ci\Y to inter­ with low calorie Italian food. Hoov'", can be seen Monday 
view for a co-hosting job on Keith recommends the "Leg through Friday, 5:30 a.m .. to 
"DANCE FEVER", Team offi­ lifts with lasagna workout for all 6:30 a.m. "It's a blend of sports, 
cials have refused to comment you folks trying to trim your viewer phone in interviews, and 
on whether Schecter will be caboose." !fhe air waves have some real funky tunes ... sort 
fined. claimed tight end Bruce of Greatest Sports Legends 
Offensive lineman Keith Fabi Hoover, who hosts a local meets the Grateful Dead. Next 
has opened Fabi's Fabulous Fit­ morning variety show for Qr­ week Grace Slick and Curt 
ness Centers. The centers have chard Park residents. The televi­ Flood will discuss the relation-
combined Nautilus workouts sion ·show, "Groovin' with the conrinued on page I I 
Blue Velvet: David Lynch in Wonderland 
by B.F. Skinhea~ , apparent thatthe singer's dingy exploits with Dorothy, the­
David Lynch's film Blue Vel­ neighborhood has been shield­ nightcl~ singer, tells Sandy, "I 
vet is a modern 'Alice's Adven­ ed from Jeffrey's idealistic view think you're a neat girl." He tries 
tures in Wonderland with mor­ all his life. Entering it, he be- to carry this over into Dorothy's 
bid Lynchian undertones and a s entwined in her sado­ world and b~ a hero, but he 
fairytale ending. Lynch's Alice chistic nightmare, propa­ soon discovers that his heroism. 
is an all-American small town ga d by her husband's mani­ is undesired and out of place. 
teenager named Jeffrey (Kyle acal kidnapper, Frank (Dennis Like Alice, Jeffrey grows up
MacLachlin). · Jeffrey falls = Hopper). Frank is the Mad Hat­ through his adventure. He is
"down the rabbit hole" into a ter, and Jeffrey, as Alice, is in­ stripped of his innocence and
sordid land of wonder via a vited to a frightening tea party naivete by being drawn into an
severed human ear, and after a peopled by thugs,tran.svestites alien world and trying to ulti­
cathartic process of growing and a hefty but scantily clad mately escape with his sense of
~P, is,.conveniently fitted back female who dances on the roof self intact. As the adventure is
into the ultra-pleasant facade of of a car as Frank and his friends about to end, Jeffrey discovers 
his home town, Lumberton, dance on Jeffrey's face. the body of Dorothy's husband.USA . . Perhaps unintentionally, He has tried to act without the
Like Alice, Jeffrey is drawn David Lynch adds interestto his police through the whole story,
into a foreign and frequently stQ...ry much as Lewis Carroll did but at this point he says, "I'll let 
unpleasant situation by an in­ in Alice. Alice's Adventures in them _find you themselves." 
satiable curiosity. As he mean­ Wonderland takes on the ap­ Jeffrey has seen that he can't 
ders home one day he chances pearance of a children's tale, be a hero and now simply 
u_pon a moldy bug-infested ear. but it is not reallv, for children. wants to get out. Alice goes
He takes it to a policeman, his In the two stories that make up through the same process of 
neighbor, whci then -takes Jef­ Alice's adventures, Alice meets growing up. Her maturation is 
frey and the .ear to the Town up with Humpty Dumpty, the manifested at the Knave of 
Coroner. As the Coroner begins Quixotic White Knight, and the Hearts' trial when, tired of the 
to examine the ear the camera Knave of Hearts who stole the game and growing to a gargan­
closes in on it, and ultimately queen's tarts. Most . readers tuan size, she swats at the 
ventures into it. There begins would be familiar ·with these Queen's courtiers and says,
Jeffrey's adventure. characters, but Carroll show.s "You're nothing but a pack of 
From the policeman's daugh' them in a new light by putting cards." 
ter, Sandy (Laura Dern). Jeffrey them in new situations. Simi­ Throughout the movie Lynch
finds out that the ear used to larly, Lynch conjures up the boy plays games with his viewers. 
be attached to the kidnapped next-door and the girl next­ He never allows them to be­
husband of a tortured and tor­ door in Jeffrey and Sandy. come complacent. It would be 
mented nightclub singer (Isa­ Sandy sits in front of a loud and simple to establish a plot and 
bella Rosselini). Sandy takes brightly-lit chapel telling of her follow it to the . end, using all 
Jeffrey to the singer's apart­ dreams of love, and marvels, the right cinematic techniques
ment building and ·reluctantly wide-eyed, "It is a strange in -all the right places. Instead, 
agrees to help him get inside. world." Jeffrey is no less typical he injects his story with some 
Although Lumberton is portray­ .., as the boy ne:Xt-doorwho, while of the expected directorial 
ed as a very s_mall town, it is tal<ing a breather ·from his continuedon page I I 
RES IPSA LOQUITUR 
~ 
'I/ie, Pieper 'J{ew 'York State - !MiJltistate '13ar !R.!Vi£W offers an 
intt,gratetf approach to tfie 'J{f,w 'York '13ar 'Etam. 'We empfzasiu 
sophisticated memo,y techniques, ~sag writing sl(iffs and a cpnc,ise, 
organizedpresentation of the law. You wi[[ 6e prepared and confo[ent. 
J/ 
PIEPER NEW YORK - MULTISTATE BAR REVIEW 
~t Speaks For Itself. 
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Human Rights Law & Policy Group Plans Films, 
Talks on Apartheid, Latin America, Third W prl~
by Dana Young 
The Working Group on 
Human Rights Law &Policy met 
for its first organizational meet-
ing of the 1986-87 year on 
Thursday, September 25, in the 
student lounge. Approximately 
15-20 students showed up to 
continue or become involved in 
the group, as well as just find 
out what the group stands for . 
The Human Rights working 
group was created last year and 
has as its purpose to be a forum 
in which interest in human 
rights in the University commu-
nity can be expressed. The 
group is sponsored-and funded 
through the Baldy Center. 
Directing the group this year 
is Professor Claude Welch, a 
faculty memtler in the political 
science department. He in-
itiated the meeting by having 
each person in the group de-
scribe their area of interest 
within the broad realm of 
human rights issues. Interests 
ranged from conditions in Latin 
America, apartheid in South Af-
rica, the question of what "ur.ii-
versal human rights " actually 
are, reproductive freedom in 
developing countries, the poli -
tics of starvation, to general in -
terest in any and all of the 
above. 
One thing that the group as 
a whole agreed on was the de-
sire to educate students within 
the law school community. The 
group hopes to conduct dis-
cussion groups on specific is-
sues, show films dealing with 
various human rights topics, in­
vite in guest speakers, and get . 
more people ir-wolved in learn­
ing about human rights. 
One s~ggestion is to recruit 
representatives from local 
political action groups such as 
the Center for Justice and the 
Western New York Peace Center 
and have them talk about these • 
and other organizations which 
fight for human rights in our 
local area. Another is to set up 
a panel discussion on Central 
Ameliica with both hard-core 
left wing and hard-core right 
wing representatives in atten: 
dance. Such a panel d_iscussion 
could prove both tieated and in­
teresting! 
The working group has al­
ready conducted one discus­
sion group on Legal and Policy 
Problems in Central America. 
This discussion was planned as 
a "lunch discussion" and took 
place last Thursday, October 2, 
on the third floor O'Brian-Baldy 
Bridge. It is hoped that similar 
informal lunchtime discussions 
will be held, so keep your eyes 
and ears open for the time and 
place. 
It is not clear at this point how 
much of an "activist" role the 
group will take with ~egard ·to 
human rights. It was clear from 
this meeting.-however, that it is 
the students who will make the 
decisions about what they want 
to be involved in an-d- accom-
plish. Thus, the activist nature 
of the group will reflecl the a·c­
tivist nature of the students i1-
volved. · . 
Finally, the working group on 
human rights is an open organi­
zation. All students are wel-
come at· any time to join and 
become involved in learning 
more about human rights is­
sues. Professor Welch is an- • 
especially approachable per­
son and very interested in hav­
ing lots of students in the 
group, even if just to listen! 
Anyone interested in the group 
should contact Professor Welch 
or Idelle Abrams (Box 291) or 
simply watch for signs· an­
nouncing the .rext meeting. 
Job Hunting in the Big Apple 
Interviewing Hints· for the Budding Corporate Dog 
·by Larry Mullin 
Skyscrapers, sweaty palms, 
new suits, and red power ties 
were the order of the day as 
scores of UB law students flew 
southeast for the annual New 
York City off-campus interview 
program. The event" was a 
smooth success thanks to the 
heroic efforts of the Career De­
velopment Office. Special 
acclaim goes to Audrey Kosciel ­
niak, the fearless (and some­
times fierce) leader of that de­
partment. (Ask a stupid ques­
tion ... get out of my office!). 
Although a small contingent 
of public interest firms and 
agencies was present, the main 
focus was on the high salary, 
long hours, corporate firms . 
Student reaction towards the 
Guardian Angels ..... . 
cohol and weapons. They pro­
vide many volunteer services to 
local communities. 
These include escort pro­
grams for senior citizens and 
the handicapped. 
Their patrois are made on 
foot, horseback, and in au­
tomobiles. The Angels also or-
prospect of working in a New 
York City "sweatshop" was 
mixed, despite the obvious fi­
nancial rewards. Many were 
concerned about selling out 
their ideals or becoming a cog 
in the corporate machinery of a 
huge Manhattan law firm . 
Others felt ·that two or three 
years in the " big time" would 
give them the finances and re­
sume to go anywhere. 
There were others who faced 
no moral . dilemma. As one 
young, robust fellow stated 
flatly, "You can't beat the 
money! H0ly Shit! One 
thousand dollars a week! I'll do 
anything for those big bucks -
I'll wear knee pads every day!" 
However, most of the firm's 
representatives this reporter 
ganize food distribution pro­
grams for the hungry and the 
homeless. · 
Curtis also spoke out against 
the role models that are avail ­
able for young men today. We 
feel comfortable with Mr. Ts, 
Scarfaces, and a man like 
Richard Pryor who blew himself 
talked to felt that knee pads 
were by no means necessary to 
make it in their law office (no 
pun infended). 
For the week prior to the trip 
many third year students ~ve 
tips on the dress and style ap­
propriate in inte'rviews. • Some 
of the more helpful suggestions 
included: 
- Carry your brief case in your 
left hand so that yoci can give 
your sweaty right palm a few 
good swipes before the stan­
dard pre-interview handshake. 
- Men should wear power ties 
and white shirts. Th is sugges­
tion may account for the .fact 
that 90 percent of the neckties 
were bright red . . 
- Wear a good WOOL suit. 
Fashion sense is second in im-
up freebasing cocaine. Where 
are the role models for the inner 
city youth?" asked Sliwa. 
Curtis feels that our criminal 
justices system abandons us 
and bends over for the·criminal. 
"The bottom line is that society 
always fails to look out for the 
rights of the person that was 
Citizen's Commission on Criminal Justice 
For Buffalo and Erie County, Inc. I 
= 
Victim / Offender / Community I = 
Reintegration ==_i= 
How can we restore to wholeness 
victims, offenders , and Ea
th~ communities from which they / we come and e 
= to which they / we return? i 
~ PLEASE JOIN US for dinner, an award~ ceremony, and a panel-and-audience dis-I 
5cussion with Commissioner George Grobe, Jr. (Crime Victims Compensation Board), Ii 
~Clarence Jones (ex-offender) , Maurice Garner (New York Citizen Action Network /i 
5 Block Clubs) and Rev . Cheri Farr-Keipper (moqerator and chaplain , Albion Correc- 5 
5tional Facility). · II= I= _______Award Recipients:________ 
= William 0 . Douglas Award . . . . . . . . . . Dennis Wittman = 
~ Dorothy L. Shields Award . . . . . . . . . . Bonita Hampton I 
- Special Commendations: ......... Fr. Roy Herberger, • 
~ Mark Mahoney, Audrey Mang, Joel Maten, Ellen Yacknin ·I 
5 •iWednesday, October 15, 1986 · 6:30 - 9:30 p.m., 
= Moot Senior Citizens Center = 
I i
§ 292 High Str~et § 
= = ~=- Dinner amJ a one-year CCCJ membership: $ 15/single; $25/double : ~=-
We apprec iate your reservati on: CCCJ, Box 207. Gran? Island . NY 14072 (7 16) 636-2548 
§§ (June License) E 
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portance only to lack of moral 
reservation in judging potential 
for success a's a "city" attorney. 
- Nerves can affect one's gas­
tro-intestinal system. To avoid 
embarrassment, go to the bath­
room before each interview. 
- Never, never ever mention 
your strong desire to do large 
amounts of pro-bono legal 
work. 
For other helpful hints it was 
widely recommended that stu­
dents confer with Professors 
Katz or Freeman. Oddly, very 
few peQple stressed the impor­
tance of presenting yourself in 
an articulate, confident fa~hion. 
So yr.;,i still think substance is 
more imp0ftlfflTTl'ia:nform? 
victimized," Curtis continued. 
" Crime and drugs are human 
relations that require commu­
nity - the "us and we. " He 
explaineg, "The catalyst for the 
Guardian Angels was the hun­
dreds of stori~ I heard of vic­
tims; I resurrected old values ." 
The purpose of t!1e Guardian 
All in all, students felt that the 
firm representatives were far 
more genuine and friendly than 
had been expected. Moreover, 
many students were pleasantly 
surprised to find out that recent 
UB grads were doing the inter­
viewing. These latter interviews 
would often break down into re­
laxed rap sessions about favor­
ite professors. and the latest 
antics. of Schlegel. 
After the·.1ong day, a large 
number of .the thirst\' parti ­
cipants hit the Yuppie scene of 
the South Street Seaport. As for 
this·reporter, a walk on the wild 
side through the Greenwich Vil ­
lage punk joints was the prefer­
red method · of blowing off 
steam . ' 
• • • • • • • • • continued from page 8 
Angels is to fight crime and pro­
vide positive role models for 
young people. 
"The moral imperative is that 
in the future it can no longer be, 
we .want perfection or we won't 
even try. Success justifies many 
failures - is a slow methodical 




LAW STUDENTS ... 
Positions available for 
STUDENT WIDE 
JUDIPIARV DEFENDERS 
Applications are now being accepted at Group Legal Services 
in 214 Talbert Hall! Amherst Campus (636-3056). 
Apply 
Mon. - 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Tues. - 12:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
Wed. - 4 p.m. - 7 p.m. 
Thurs. -12:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
Fri. - 1 p.m. - 5 p.m 
-615 Seventh A.vmue, Salte 62 
New York, New York 10001 
(2U) 59H6'6 (JOI) 623-3363 
Dean Search Committee ------------------------------------------- continuedfrom gage I 
into the dean selecti.on process. before any dean candidates are nel Director at the Marriott the words keep coming up7" When constituencies from outside the 
Hewouldliketo.setupastudent invited to Buffalo for inter- hotel won several awards for she knows this she can figure (Law School)" in searching for 
forum at which students could views. the hospitality of the staff. Mal- out what to .look for when re- a Dean. As Dr. Judith Albino re-
voice their opinions as to what SBA's other student choice is diner estimates that she hired · sumes come in and candidates marks, ,uWhen we search for a 
is important to them in a dean. Kyle Maldiner, who majored in 75 percent of those on the staff start arriving for interviews. dean we're looking n9t just for 
His impressions of what stu- Psychology at Wells College, a at that time. She attributes ·her Although the Provost is ask- an individual who has major re-
dents need and want would be women's college on the shores success in hiring the right person ing for a total of four names and sponsibilities within the Law 
filtered back to the ct>mmittee. of Cayuga Lake. After gradua.t:.____10 knowing what she wants to biographies, the SBA is giving School, but without the Law 
He is willing to take a strong ing from Wells, Maldiner took hear from the candidate. She its support to Jim Hayden and School" in the University' itself . 
stand because the acquisition time off before applying to Law evaluates a position to deter- Kyle Maldiner. They were cho- and in the community.· 
of a permanent dean is not Schools. She applied for a staff mine the necessary qualities of sen carefully from a selection 
something which can be put off. position at the Marriott Hotel someone in that position and of twelve well-qualified candi- It is indeed importantthatthe 
Hayden remarks that he does and was instead hired as a Per- then looks for those qualities in dates, and SBA is going to dean of our Law School be 
not want to see this year's sonnel Assistant and was the person she interviews; stand by its decision. The two someone . who can accept a 
search take until December to quickly promoted to Personnel "Even in an adverse hiring (situ- students who are selected by wide range of responsibilities. 
get started, as the last Dean Manager. During her three ation) I can be successful if I Provost Greiner will join Profes- However, the Law Dean's most 
Search dig. Unfortunately, years at the Marriott, Maldiner know what my goals are." Mal- sors Lee Albert, Dianne Avery, important responsibility will be 
though, according to Dr. Al- estimates conservatively that diner adapts well to any situa- Barry Boyer, Thomas Headrick to the students of the Law 
bino,itwillbeawhilebeforethe she interviewed about 1500 tlon and Hean relate to diverse and Alfred Konefsky. Law School, and the selection of a 
search really gets going. After~ people for various positions in kinds of people." School Administration will be dean must take into considera-
the student members are the company, including Gen- To obtain student input Mal- represented by Assistant Dean tion the needs of the student 
finalized there will be an organi- eral Managers. Consequently diner plans on talking to stu- Aundra Newell. There will also body. SBA's Executive Board 
zational meeting, and then the she is very comfortable with dents from 1st, 2nd and 3rd be three local practitioners of was aware ofthis when they in-
Committee will have to deter- conducting interviews and is years. Given her Psychology law: Mr. Leslie G. Foschio, Mr. terviewed for.student represen-
mine what it wants to do re- not afraid of having a part in a background, she would not be Robert P. Fine, and Ms. Dianne tatives, and this awareness re-
garding advertising and recruit- very major decision which will opposed to conducting a ran- Bennett. The Dean Search Com- suited in their selection of Jim 
ment. "Ordinarily you try to do ultimately affect the entire Law . dom sampling, simply stopping mittee will be Chaired by the Hayden and Kyle Mal diner, who 
a lot of recruiting before you get School. "I am . .. comfortable people in the halls and asking Dean of the School of Architec- will contribute a great deal to 
anyone," and Albino predicts in my ability to select the right what they want in a dean, and ture, Dr. Michael P. Brooks. The the Dean Search if they are just 
that it will be at least December person." Vl:/hileshewas Person- then asking herself, "what University "ne~ds to involve given the chance. 
Keane-----------------------------------------------------'----- continuedfrompagel 
governme·nt in South Africa largest industry. The chairman noted that his brother, Richard, with questions from the floor. but would allow it for cases of 
and favors sanctions against of the House Committee on Ag- is a member of the New York Students quizzed Keane on rape, incest, or a health threaten-
apartheid. . riculture, currently lacking a StateAssembly'scommitteeon such topics as: federal em- ing situation to the mother); 
A large section of the 31st dis- New York State representative, agriculture and stated, "We'd ployee drug testing (Keane con- and _the death penalty (which 
trict is rural, and Keane re- assured Keane a committee make a good one, two punch" demned the tests as "Gestapo _Keane favors as a deterrent). 
minded his audience that ag- seat. Keane, who has been en- for New York State agriculture. tactics"); abortion (Keane is op-
riculture is New York State's dorsed by the Sierra Club, also The "study break" concluded posed to abortion on demand 
Fraser ------------------------------------------------------- continuedfrompage2 
Another aspect of the com- that CLS makes is based on the racy and welfare state than it identity inside Canada. We de- Canada is so close and Cana-
parison between Canadian and American constitutional and resembles the U.S." This is a fine ourselves defensively, so dian TV ~nd radio are easily ac-
American legal conceptions political experience which is question ·Fraser will be explor- when we're in the U.S. we're cessible in Buffalo, so "I can 
Fraser wants to "try to figure not directly ·transferable to ing this year. Canadians because we're not finci out what's going on at 
out is exactly how applicable Canada." On the question of national Americans." home." Fraser commented, "I 
the Critical Legal Studies (CLS) While some of it obviously is, identity, Fraser finds that As a result, Fraser doe·s feel have a sense when I'm not here 
critique is" to Canada. said Fraser, it is.problematic be- "when I'm in Canada, I don't like an "immigrant" in the U.S. of not being American but I also 
"CLS is an incredibly Amer- cause Canada, in its political or-· identify myself as ·a Canadian .but finds that "the culture shock don't have a great sense of 
ican institution," said Fraser." A ganization "much more resem- because itis my thesis and my isn't as great in Buffalo as it loss." 
lot ofthe critique and argument bles a European social demo_s:- belief that there',s no Canadian would be somewhere else." 
Thuronyi ---------------- -------------------------------------- continuedfrompage2 
In ottier cases, literally dozens Harvard Law School, "but it's the opportunity to focus in on kin.d ofco.mmunication. You are course. "The government takes . 
of people have to sign some not really where my heart is. I'm public policy questions and to communicating with people a lot of money out of the privat...._____ 
trivial piece of paper. There's more interested in helping to , spend time thinking about laws who are not versed in your tech­ sector through taxes." The 
not a lot of reason to it." improve the laws than helping "to see if you can think of ways nical field, but it still involves a question of who gets to keep 
After his stay in the Treasury out some particular client. to change them and understand technical element, so Ws a what "is an important thing for 
Department, Thuronyi didn't There are some types of prac­ them." Teaching, Thuronyi tricky job." people to think about, no matter 
have a specific idea of what he tice where helping clients is found, is a very different experi­ ·if you want to go into tax law 
0 
wanted to do next. He had en­ helping people, but in tax law ence from his previous jobs, B~caus.e of the effect the tax or not," said Thuronyi. 
joyed some aspects of private it's usually just a financial where he was working with law has on the economy and on 
practice, which he did for three thing." either other tax lawy'ers or with society, Thuronyi thinks it is 
years after he graduated from Teaching offered Thuronyi economists. "It's a diffe'rent good that Tax I is a required 
Democratic Revival -----------------------------------------~~------,, continuedfrompage 7 
beyond it. The present crisis 01 M. ThNorthern - mnesota. e pass- · I d f h t RtIona moo o t e pos - eagan f ' Id b d ed speculao wI , a an on - should beg1·n, as G..overnor Du-
conviction within the party ing ofthe turmoil ofthe Reagan period. The race for the presi- tion. Complete hysteria, and the Pont put it, "the morning -after 
which followed the 1984 fiasco years into the post-Reagan era dency in 1988 remains in a state advent of the post-Reagan era, the next election." 
is a desperate search to regain has forced the Democrats to re- Football continuedfrompage9 
lost constituencies and rede- forge their message as it forces ship between the 'S7 Cardinals Fate and the market have not ture for their partnership. 
fine its purpose. The public the Republicans to redirect their and the Jefferson Airplane been kind to middle linebacker Mike Herb and Jeuv 
hand · ·-wr1ngmg of many DemO- energies anti consolidate their Album Surrealistic Pillow," B · nan "Born "B · ( h ornstem t eseIf s · penenza, the undergrad tua e 
cratic· officials and the rise of gains. explained the amiable tight proclaimed Jewish Brian "Boz" defen~ive backs, have created 
Democratic policy forums seek- end. Bosworth). Bornstein had been a record .company: Cid Re-
ing to reexamine the party's Controversy has surrounded hired by ESPN as a color man cords. Herb and Sperienza feel 
mission are sympiomatic ·of a So what, then, does this post- Will "The Whiz" Zickl during the for their U.S.F.L. .telecasts. The they are close to luring Warren 
recognition that Reagan ism has Reagan period promise politi- off season. The white wide out "Born's" future hangs with the Zevon, R.E.M., and Lou Reed 
achieved preeminence in na- cally? Wi!I ,the following years posed for a series of mesh un- fate of the league. He also .in- into a special recording sr ssion 
tional politics. Democrats are see a reentrenchment of the derwear advertisements. Phil vested most , of his play-off entitled "A Vicious Reconstruc-
no longer . interpreting th.e conservative beachhead estab- Zickl, Will's older and some- money·on People's Express Air- tion of Werewolves on the Wild 
Reagan presidency as the tern- lished in the Reagan Revolu- what reserved brother, is dis- lines ... friends have hidden all Side." The pair deny rumours 
porary insanity of the electo- tion? Or could we be poised on gusted with . his brother's the sharp objects in Bornstein's that Cid Records is the target of 
rate. Doubters will find the last the ~dge of another New Fron- exploits. '.'+le looks like he's Westminster Avenue Mansion. a record pirating investigation. 
Democratic candidate- who tier similiar to Eisenhower's smuggling grapes," the dis- Defensive end John Formica Defensive end and Player Repre-
tried to resurrect the traditional final two years? The answer lies traught sibling explained. "At and free safety Tony Cutry 'sentative Kevin O'Shaughne~sy 
liberal mantle not on Pennsyl- in which party and which candi- least he had the good sense to have formed a small holding was rumoured to have spent 
vania Avenue but on a lake in date can best capture the na- invest the 'tainted' money company whic'h, as they have the off season i-n Nepal : drin~-
NEED RESUMES 
IN A HURRY? 
Two day service in most cases! 
About 5 minutes from Amherst Campus 
ACCU-TYPEsetting, Inc. 
47 Christine Drive • Tn. Amh~rst, NY 14120 
(offSweetHome Rd. between No. French & Tonawanda Creek Rd.) 
, (716) 691-7480 
Quality • Dependability • Fast Service • Moderate Pdces 
wisely", added Phil. The Zickl termed it, "is heavily involved ing scotch, eating Grape Nu-ls, 
brothershaveopened"Philand in chemcial research." ' The and penning his memoirs. 
Will's Bait Shop" in their home young entrepreneurs see a 
town of Batavia. bright (and brightly colored) fu-
'· Blue Velvet ------------- continuedtrompage 9 
cliches, but puts them in unex­ they do. 
pected places. After Sandy and It is tempting to analyze or 
•n~•-.1o11e,1 
TIIEPAsnoRD: Jeffrey leave the building psycho-analyze Blue Velvet, a 
where Dorothy lives, the cam­ film which its director refers to 
era dramatically zooms in on as "the Hardy Boys in Hell." The 
the street sign; it is straight out film is packed with Freudian 
of film noir. However, nowhere characters and Oedipus com­
else in the movie is the street plexes. It is more tempting, 
mentioned or referred to by however, to venture into the 
name. Lynch seems to be beg­ severed ear and finally exit 
ging his audience to see some­ · from Jeffrey's ear musing as 
Now Yeft. - feft 1-1 thing profound_in his imagery Alice does, "I've just had the(112) ,,._,.,. (Miil 6U-55'5 
and then laughs at them when most curious dream." 
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